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Good News Publishers, United States, 2009. Pamphlet. Book Condition: New. 137 x 89 mm.
Language: English . Brand New Book. BATS!Did you know that. BATS can locate objects in the dark?
They use sonar--making high-pitched sounds and listening to echoes--so they can fly without
bumping into things!BATS come in a wide variety of shapes, sizes and colors? There are about 1,100
different kinds of bats worldwide.BATS can fly faster than most birds? Bats have thinner wings than
birds, which means they can move quickly and change directions easily.BATS can live up to 20
years?BATS are called pups when they are first born?BATS are not blind? While most species have
very poor vision, they are still able to see.BATS of some species have been discovered to detect
ultraviolet light? That s a type of light that humans can t even see!BATS have very flexible fingers?
But bat fingers are different than human fingers, so they can bend and move in more directions
than human fingers can!Bats are amazing creatures! Did you know that the same God who made
bats also created YOU? God s book, the Bible, says that though God cares about each bird in the
sky, you are much...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf is fantastic. It is really basic but excitement from the fi y percent in the book. Your lifestyle span will be change as soon as you full reading this
publication.
-- Yolanda Nicolas-- Yolanda Nicolas

Simply no phrases to spell out. It is probably the most remarkable pdf i have got read through. I am delighted to inform you that this is actually the greatest
publication i have got read within my very own existence and can be he very best book for actually.
-- Demarcus Ullrich-- Demarcus Ullrich
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